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Abstract – This paper deals with low-voltage ride-through capability of wind turbines driven by 
a doubly-fed induction generator. This is one of the biggest challenges facing massive deployment 
of wind farms. With increasing penetration of wind turbines in the grid, grid connection codes in 
most countries require that they should remain connected to maintain reliability during and after a 
short-term fault. This results in low-voltage ride-through with only 15% remaining voltage at the 
point of common coupling, possibly even less. In addition, it is required for wind turbines to 
contribute to system stability during and after fault clearance. To fulfill the low-voltage ride-
through requirement for doubly-fed induction generator-based wind turbines, there are two 
problems to be addressed, namely, rotor inrush current that may exceed the converter limit and 
the DC-link overvoltage. Further, it is required to limit the doubly-fed induction generator 
transient response oscillations during the voltage sag to increase the gear lifetime and generator 
reliability. There is a rich literature addressing countermeasures for LVRT capability 
enhancement in DFIGs; this paper is therefore intended as an up-to-date review of solutions to the 
low-voltage ride-through issue. Moreover, attempts are also made to highlight future issues so as 
to index some emerging solutions. Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rights 
reserved. 
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Nomenclature 
WT  = Wind Turbine; 
DFIG = Doubly-Fed Induction Generator; 
LVRT = Low-Voltage Ride-Through; 
PCC = Point of Common Coupling; 
FRT = Fault Ride-Through; 
SDR = Stator Damping Resistor; 
ECS = Energy Capacitor System; 
ESS = Energy Storage System; 
RSC = Rotor Side Converter; 
PGSR = Parallel Grid Side Rectifier; 
SGSC = Series Grid Side Converter; 
PMSG = Permanent Magnet Synchronous; 
HOSM = High-Order Sliding Mode. 

I. Introduction 
The attention soars towards the sustainable energy 

sources, in particular the wind energy. This one is 
considered as the most important and most promising 
renewable energy sources in terms of development. As 
wind-power capacity has increased, so has the need for 
wind power plants to become more active participants in 
maintaining the operability and power quality of the 
power grid. As a result, it becomes necessary to require 
wind power plants to behave as much as possible as 
conventional power plants [1]. An increasing number of 
power system operators have implemented technical 

standards known as grid codes that wind turbines must 
meet when connecting to the grid [2-5]. The grid code 
technical specifications are divided into static and 
dynamic requirements. The static requirements discuss 
the steady state behavior and the power flow at the 
connection point to the transmission grid. While the 
dynamic requirements concern the desired wind turbine 
generator behavior during fault and disturbance periods. 
Generally, these requirements cover many topics such as, 
voltage operating range, power factor regulation, 
frequency operating range, grid support capability, and 
low fault ride-through capability. Indeed, grid codes 
dictate FRT requirements. LVRT capability is considered 
to be the biggest challenge in wind turbines design and 
manufacturing technology [6]. LVRT requires wind 
turbines to remain connected to the grid in presence of 
grid voltage sags. 

The DFIG is one of the most frequently deployed 
large grid-connected wind turbines. Indeed, when 
compared with the full-scale power converter WT 
concept, the DFIG offers some advantages, such as 
reduced inverter and output filter costs due to low rotor- 
and grid-side power conversion ratings (25%–30%) [7-
10], Power-factor control can be implemented at lower 
cost, because the DFIG associated to the four-quadrant 
converter basically operates similar to a synchronous 
generator. The converter has to provide only excitation 
energy. However, DFIG-based WTs are very sensitive to 
grid disturbances, especially to voltage dips [11-13]. 



 

 

In this particular context, this paper is intended as an 
up-to-date review of solutions to the low-voltage ride-
through issue. Moreover, attempts are also made to 
highlight future issues so as to index some industrial 
solutions [14]. 

II. Grid-Code Requirements 
Grid-code requirements typically refer to large wind 

farms connected to the transmission system, rather than 
smaller stations connected to the distribution network. 
These new grid codes stipulate that wind farms should 
contribute to power system control (frequency and also 
voltage), much as the conventional power stations, and 
emphasize wind farm behavior in case of abnormal 
operating conditions of the network (such as in case of 
voltage dips). The most common requirements include 
FRT capability, extended system voltage and frequency 
variation limits, active power regulation, and frequency 
control, as well as reactive power/power factor and 
voltage regulation capabilities [15-19]. The typical grid 
codes main requirements are given below. 

II.1. Active Power 

Wind power plants must have the ability to regulate 
their active power output to ensure a stable frequency in 
the system and to prevent overloading of transmission 
lines and to minimize the effect of the dynamic operation 
of wind turbines on the grid (during extreme wind 
conditions). Maximum ramp rates are imposed on the 
wind turbine. 

II.2. Reactive Power 

Wind power plants should have a reactive power 
capability to maintain the reactive power balance and the 
power factor in the desired range (typically between 0.9 
(lag) to 0.98(lead)). 

II.3. Frequency Operating Range 

Wind power plants are required to run continuously 
within typical grid frequency variations between 49.5 Hz 
and 50.5 Hz. 

II.4. Low Voltage Ride-Through 

In the event of a voltage drop, turbines are required to 
remain connected for specific time duration before being 
allowed to disconnect. This requirement is to ensure that 
there is no generation loss for normally cleared faults. 
Disconnecting a wind generator too quickly could have a 
negative impact on the grid, particularly with large wind 
farms. 

Grid codes invariably require that large wind farms 
must withstand voltage sags down to a certain percentage 
of the nominal voltage and for a specified duration. Such 
constraints are known as FRT or LVRT requirements. 
They are described by a voltage versus time 
characteristic, denoting the minimum required immunity 
of the wind power station to the system voltage sags 
(Figs.1 and 2) [20]. 

III. Problem Statement 
As previously mentioned, DFIGs suffer from grid-

disturbance sensitivity. The reason behind this problem is 
related to the fact that the DFIG stator is directly 
connected to the grid, as shown in Fig. 3 [21]. 

During grid faults, one or more of the phase voltages 
at the PCC may suddenly drop to close to zero. This 
results in large stator current transients, leading to high 
currents flowing through the converters due to the 
magnetic coupling between stator and rotor windings 
[20]. As the converter ratings are defined according to 
the desired variable speed range under normal grid 
voltage conditions, it may not be possible to synthesize 
the control action required to control the rotor currents 
during transients. Indeed, when the rotor-side voltage or 
current reaches the power converter limit, DFIG control 
is lost and protected against the converter thermal 
breakdown. Even if the DFIG is subjected to small stator 
voltage imbalance, with the converter operating inside its 
limits, the stator current may be highly unbalanced, 
leading to torque pulsations that result in acoustic noise 
and, at high levels, may destroy the rotor shaft, gearbox, 
and blade assembly [23-24]. 

Dedicated countermeasures, in terms of protection and 
control, are therefore needed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Typical LVRT curve. 



 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. LVRT requirements for different countries [20]. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a DFIG-based wind turbine. 
 

IV. DFIG-Based WT LVRT Technologies 
Review 

Several countermeasures discussed in the literatures 
have addressed the LVRT capability enhancement in 
DFIGs. 

These approaches can be divided into two main 
categories: 1) Passive Methods using additional 
equipments such as blade pitch angle control, crowbar 
methods; ECS or DC capacitor sizing, and ESS or DC 
bus energy storage circuit (Fig. 4); and 2) Active Methods 
using appropriate converter control. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Rotor and converter protection devices. 



 

 

IV.1. Passive Methods 
1) Blade pitch angle control. Pitch control achieves 

power reduction by rotating each blade to reduce their 
attack angle. In comparison with passive stall, pitch 
control provides an increased energy capture at rated 
wind speed and above. Constant-speed wind turbines can 
be equipped with pitch drives which quickly increase the 
pitch angle when rotor acceleration is detected. This 
reduces the mechanical power and consequently limits 
the rotor speed and the reactive power consumption after 
the fault [25-26]. Figure 5 illustrates the basic principle 
of a pitch angle controller, where theta is the pitch angle. 

2) Crowbar methods. The classical solution to fulfill 
LVRT requirements is the use of the rotor crowbar 
method as shown in Fig. 6 [11-12], [23]. It is the 
mainstream scheme adopted by manufacturers to ride-
through grid faults. Although the crowbar is a cost-
effective method able to protect the generator and the 
converter during the faults, it has some disadvantages 
that cannot be overlooked. Its major disadvantage is that, 
the DFIG loses its controllability once the crowbar is 
triggered, due to the rotor-side converter deactivating. In 
such a situation, the DFIG absorbs a large amount of 
reactive power from the grid, leading to further grid 
voltage degradation. In addition, the crowbar resistance 
should also be carefully calculated, chosen as 20 times 
the rotor resistance, in order to provide sufficient 
damping and minimum energy consumption. 

Considering these drawbacks, another crowbar 
arrangement was proposed [27], where the crowbar is in 
series with the stator windings as shown in Fig. 7. 
Nevertheless, there are conduction losses of the 
bidirectional switches during normal operation. 
Therefore, special consideration should be taken when 
designing the power electronics, for minimizing these 
losses. 

In the same passive context, it has also been proposed 
to use Stator Damping Resistor located in series with the 
stator windings. SDR consists of three resistors in 
parallel with three bypassing bidirectional static switches 
as illustrated by Fig. 8 [28]. In normal conditions, the 
bidirectional static switches remain closed and the stator 
current will not flow through the SDR. The proposed 
LVRT approaches seem to be more efficient that those 
using conventional crowbars mainly due to lower 
oscillations of DFIG transient response. In addition, 
using these approaches, it seems possible to enhance 
DFIG ride-through capability as the main drawback of 
the crowbar is losing the DFIG control during faulty 
operation [29]. 

3) Energy capacitor system. The DC capacitor sizing 
method is similar to some extent to a crowbar 
configuration, except that this method protects the IGBTs 
from overvoltage and can dissipate energy. However, this 
has no effect on the rotor currents [30-31]. 

An ECS consists of a voltage converter, a DC link, a 
DC-DC buck/boost regulator connected to an Electrical 
Double Layer Capacitor (EDLC) as shown by Fig. 9. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Classical rotor-side crowbar [23]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Stator-side crowbar. 
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Fig. 8. DFIG-based wind turbine with SDR [28]. 
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Fig. 5. Pitch angle control strategy. 
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Fig. 9. ECS configuration. 

4) Energy storage system. ESS-based methods have 
the ability to control the generator during the fault. 
However, the rotor-side converter must be sized 
accordingly in order to allow fault currents to flow 
through the DFIG rotor circuit as illustrated by Fig. 10. 
Moreover, additional energy storage devices are required 
leading to the system increased cost and complexity [32-
34]. 

The ESS incorporated in the system combines the 
FRT improvement with grid injected power smoothing. 
However, riding through faults might affect the ability to 
smooth power fluctuations and vice-versa, as both 
operations use the same energy storage device. In this 
context, a specific control design is required [35]. 

Although an ESS can help stabilize the DC link 
voltage and smooth the output power simultaneously, it 
is very difficult to eliminate the overcurrent and 
electromagnetic torque oscillations. To solve this 
proposed in [36] a superconducting fault-current limiter 
magnetic energy storage system. The proposed system is 
composed of three isolation transformers, a diode 
rectifier, and a superconducting coil (Fig. 11). In this 
context, the superconducting coil will be used as the 
energy storage device and the fault-current limiting 
inductor simultaneously. It can therefore help the DFIG 
to smooth output power fluctuations and enhance LVRT 
capability. 

IV.2. Actives Methods 

In this context, it has also been proposed combination 
between hardware modifications (e.g., crowbar) and 
control strategies [37-38]. The authors propose a feed-
forward transient current control scheme for the RSC of a 
DFIG with crowbar protection.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10. DFIG-based WT equipped with ESS. 
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Fig. 11. DFIG-based WT equipped 
with a superconducting fault-current limiter. 

 
By injecting additional feed-forward transient 
compensation terms into the outputs of a conventional 
(PI) RSC current controller, the RSC AC-side output 
voltage will be aligned with the transient-induced voltage 
resulting in minimum transient rotor current and 
minimum occurrence of crowbar interruptions. 
Compared to the conventional controller, little additional 
computation effort is needed in this new control scheme. 

Another solution is proposed by [39]. The proposed 
configuration uses a parallel grid side rectifier (PGSR) 
with a series grid side converter (SGSC) as shown in Fig. 
12. The combination of these two converters enables 
unencumbered power processing and robust voltage 
disturbance ride through. It was reported that the generator 
side converter recovers the rotor slip into the DC link as in 
a traditional DFIG. However, a series-connected grid side 
converter is used to inject the DC link power into the grid. 
Although this approach allows power flow control over a 
typical operating range above and below synchronous 
speed, the DFIG suffers at subsynchronous speeds. 
Therefore, a parallel-connected passive rectifier rated at a 
small fraction of the total power is used to restore the 
overall system maximal utilization. 

Yet, all these solutions require additional devices. This 
leads to extra costs and increase the system complexity. In 
contrast, the Brushless DFIG (BDFIG) typically has a 
larger series leakage reactance and thereby experiences a 
reduced transient current when compared to an equivalent 
DFIG [11] from the machine-side converter view. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. DFIG-based WT with PGSR and SGSC [39]. 



 

 

Therefore, it may be possible for the BDFIG to ride 
through a low-voltage fault without the need of a 
crowbar circuit or additional zero-sequence current 
compensation or creating any virtual impedance by using 
extra control feedback loop. Hence, the system cost will 
be reduced, and the machine-side converter can also be 
utilized to supply reactive current during the fault to 
satisfy grid regulations [40]. 

For a classical DFIG, it would be better to eliminate 
additional devices. With these considerations, the 
implementation of classical flux-oriented vector control 
techniques (PI controllers) has been proven to work well 
for the accomplishment of the initial grid code 
requirements [41-42]. But, this kind of control could be 
easily saturated when dealing with substantial sag. 
Moreover, it is sensitive to the generator parameters and 
other phenomena such as disturbances and unmodeled 
dynamics [43-46]. 

IV.3. Advanced Actives Methods 

Recent network operator requirements seem to lead to 
more robust control techniques [15]. Indeed, the above 
classical control techniques main drawback is their linear 
nature that lacks robustness when facing a worst-case 
operation scenario. Nonlinear controllers usually have a 
more complicated structure and seem harder to implement 
in practice. From an industrial point of view, it is preferable 
to use simple linear robust controllers in wind turbines; 
however, for robust performance, the nonlinearities need to 
be taken into account when the controllers are designed. In 
this context, it should be mentioned that there are few 
publication addressing the nonlinear control of DFIGs 
during grid faults [25], [47-51]. 

For instance, the work presented in [25] proposes a 
robust nonlinear controller based on the sliding mode. 
This controller is designed in a stationary reference 
frame. The behavior of this controller is investigated and 
tested under unbalanced voltage dip conditions. Some 
experimental results are given to confirm the proposed 
controller efficiency. The main limitation of this solution 
is the chattering problem. 

In [48], the authors tries to extend the concept of 
DFIG LVRT without the use of additional hardware in 
the case of a fault resulting in a bigger voltage dip, as it is 
required from grid codes. In this case, the controllers 
were designed based on fuzzy logic and genetic 
algorithms to handle the system modeling uncertainties 
and its nonlinearity. This LVRT approach still needs 
experimental validation. In this [49], it is proposed a 
method which is used to design a linear controller that is 
sufficiently robust to accommodate post-fault low-
voltage conditions. The designed robust decentralized 
output-feedback control seems guarantying stability if the 
system post-fault operating point is in the region for 
which the controller is designed. The GSC control has 
been designed to stabilize both internal and external 
dynamics and limit DC link voltage fluctuations. In [50], 
an LVRT scheme for a PMSG-based WT is proposed. 
Based on the feedback linearization theory, the DC link 

voltage is controlled by the generator rotor-side converter 
instead of the grid-side converter which is usually used. 
In [51], it is suggested a susceptance control strategy 
which can cater for the reactive power requirement. The 
susceptance is adjusted through a robust feedback 
controller included in the terminal voltage driven 
automatic excitation control circuit. The fixed parameter 
robust controller design was carried out in frequency 
domain using multiplicative uncertainty modeling and 
H∞ norms. The robust controller has demonstrated 
capability to ride though low voltage conditions. 
However, this LVRT approach still needs experimental 
validation. 

Recently, in [52-54], another control strategy using a 
high-order sliding mode (HOSM) technique has been 
proposed (Fig. 13). Such a control scheme, contrary to 
the traditional PI controller, presents attractive features 
such as chattering-free behavior (no extra mechanical 
stress), finite reaching time, and robustness with respect 
to external disturbances (grid) and unmodeled dynamics 
(DFIG and WT). The achieved results show promising 
successful ride-through performances over well-known 
PI-based control and even over classical sliding mode 
control (first-order). In addition, it should be particularly 
mentioned that the proposed HOSM control approach 
does not need any specific adjustments to fault ride-
through purposes [54]. 

V. Technology Solutions to the LVRT Issue 
Newer turbine models from industry leaders come 

with LVRT as integral. Full converter wind turbines have 
the greatest ability to meet the most restrictive grid codes 
(although many products currently on the market do not) 
[55]. These also offer the highest levels of flexibility in 
generator technology, and are gaining ground in the 
marketplace. For example, ENERCON has a full 
converter turbine, as does VESTAS in its V112 3MW 
model. 

However, turbines based upon the DFIG concept, 
which use relatively small converters, are also in almost 
all cases unable to meet rising LVRT and reactive power 
requirements. This is the dominant technology in terms 
of existing capacity [56]. 

Technology suppliers have therefore been working 
with transmission grid operators and turbine 
manufacturers to introduce technological solutions to the 
LVRT issue. Companies such as ELSPEC [57] have 
introduced systems to inject reactive power, while 
AMSC [58] and ZIGOR [59] have developed 
uninterruptible supply solutions. 

In particular W2PS has developed a voltage sag 
compensator, named Coverdip®, to provide wind turbines 
with LVRT capability. The developed compensator uses 
a series connected converter to inject the exact voltage 
that is required to fill in the voltage sag at the terminals 
of the wind turbine. It has been tested under the Spanish 
grid code requirements [56], [60]. 
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Fig. 13. DFIG-based WT LVRT using HOSM [54]. 
 

VI. Summary 
LVRT is found to be one of the biggest challenge 

facing wind turbine farms massive deployment; in 
particular those using DFIGs. This type of generator is 
unfortunately sensitive to grid disturbance, in particular 
voltage sags. To overcome this sensitivity, several 
hardware and control strategies have been proposed. 
These strategies have been examined and advantages and 
disadvantages of each one have been discussed. The use 
of additional hardware can be avoided if the rotor-side 
converter is able to counter the grid disturbance effects. 
Therefore, particular attention has been drawn to 
nonlinear control strategies. At this time, just few papers 
deals with this cost-effective solution to the LVRT issue. 
In this context, Future investigations should therefore be 
focused on the development of DFIG robust nonlinear 
control strategies. 
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